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Workshops 1 and 2 

Case Background 

Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong Company Limited 

Overview 

Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong Company Limited (‘GMHK’) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited (HKEx:888) (NYSE: CGMM). This Hong Kong subsidiary, 

GMHK, began in 1996 and was the first PCS
1
 (meaning Personal Communication Service) provider 

to launch services in Hong Kong under the brand “Monkey Magic Mobiles”.  

China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited (HKEx:888) (NYSE: CGMM) (the parent company) is listed on 

both the Hong Kong  (HKEx) and New York Stock Exchanges (NYSE). It is also a 

Chinese-government state-owned enterprise and has one of the world’s largest mobile phone 

subscriber bases. It is currently listed seventh in terms of market capitalisation on the HKEx.  

GMHK is one of 33 wholly-owned subsidiaries of China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited, which is the 

largest mobile telecommunications provider in China and one of the largest telecommunications 

companies in the world. It has mobile networks in all 31 provinces, autonomous regions and 

directly-administered municipalities in Mainland China and in the Hong Kong SAR through these 

subsidiaries. 

Its wholly-owned subsidiary, GMHK, is the market leader in the PCS market in Hong Kong and 

currently has 3.2 million mobile phone subscribers. GMHK provides a range of communication 

services including mobile voice, international direct dialling and roaming, and wireless data which is 

dependent on advanced technologies including WAP, GPRS and EDGE. This is all delivered 

through the well-established and respected Monkey Magic Mobiles brand. Capitalising on the strong 

support of its parent company, GMHK has launched a series of cross-border mobile services for 

customers travelling between Hong Kong and mainland China.  

GMHK draws all research and development (R&D), new product, and a majority of its manufacturing 

from China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited which is based in mainland China. Not all manufacturing 

is operated through the parent company, with some specific manufacturing coming under GMHK for 

the Monkey Magic Mobiles brand. 

GMHK’s head office is based in Hong Kong as well as its various retail outlets. The retail outlets are 

managed through the Hong Kong head office. The Hong Kong head office also manages accounts, 

sales, marketing, human resources, corporate and administrative functions.  GMHK runs one 

manufacturing site in mainland China which currently operates as a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

GMHK and which manufactures handsets specifically for Monkey Magic Mobiles. 

GMHK has been a "Caring Company" since 2000 and has been a recognised merchant in Hong 

Kong under the "Quality Tourism Service" scheme since 2003. 

Company structure and history 

GMHK was one of the first entrants to the Hong Kong mobile phone industry and captured the 

majority of the mobile phone market when it launched Monkey Magic Mobiles in 1996. Since then it 

                                                       

1
 All acronyms and technical terms are listed in Appendix C - Glossary 
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has remained market leader and holds that position today (see the section on the Domestic Market 

for more information). It has been able to leverage its relationship to its parent company, China 

Golden Monkey Mobile Limited, to ensure it offers the best rates between Hong Kong and the 

mainland and to launch new products ahead of its competition.  

The membership of the Board of Directors of its parent company, China Golden Monkey Mobile 

Limited, is outlined in Appendix A.  

Senior management and key employees of GMHK are outlined in Appendix B.  

GMHK has made acquisitions in the past to consolidate on its position as market leader in Hong 

Kong. It has acquired four start-up mobile phone providers from 1997 – 2005 and three of these are 

now fully incorporated under the GMHK business structure. They are all now part of the Monkey 

Magic Mobiles brand.  The fourth was divested some years ago and has resulted in the company 

cash reserves. 

In recent years the company has become acquisitive regarding OEM manufacturers. It has so far 

acquired one OEM manufacturer which is based in the Guangdong province in Mainland China, and 

which manufactures parts specifically for GMHK for Monkey Magic Mobiles. This manufacturer, 

Tiger Handsets Company Limited, was acquired in July 2008 and operates from the Shenzhen 

Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Guangdong province. It operates as a wholly-owned subsidiary of GMHK. 

The company is currently considering a further acquisition of a second medium-sized manufacturer 

also from the Shenzhen Hi-Tech Industrial Park, Guangdong province. This company – Lucky Lion 

Handsets – currently produces mobile phone handsets for a variety of mobile phone brands across 

a number of companies. GMHK would be looking to make this acquisition to not only focus on the 

production of handsets for Monkey Magic Mobiles but also as a vehicle to begin producing and 

on-selling handsets for other subsidiaries of China Golden Monkey Mobiles. One of the 

considerations currently facing GMHK management is whether this acquisition fits into the overall 

business strategy and plans for new product and market development and, if it does so, how such 

an acquisition should be financed.  

Company mission and values 

The mission statement is as follows: 

“Monkey Magic – placing the magic of mobile technology at your fingertips.” 

Company values are as follows: 

Value Incorporates 

Responsible Safe products, responsible product development and R&D, social and 

corporate responsibility, environmental responsibility, fiscal responsibility, 

responsible staffing policies adhering to agreed national and international 

standards 

Innovative Leading the market in new products and innovations, being first with 

value-add mobile products, leveraging and improving upon existing mobile 

technologies, anticipating customer needs and wants 

Value Value for money products, price leader, value for shareholders, value for 

employees, value of contribution to local and global communications 

industry, right price, cost leadership 

Entrepreneurial Seizing opportunities in the market to increase existing market share, 

looking for new strategies to build markets and products, free-thinking and 

“big picture” management, considered risk-takers 
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Quality Product safety, high quality product, low to no manufacturing and parts 

faults, quality provider of innovative mobile technologies, innovation is 

undertaken with the aim to produce safe, quality new product and systems, 

“perfect” products taken to market 

Domestic market 

Hong Kong has one of the most sophisticated telecoms markets world-wide and one of the highest 

penetrations of telephones, mobiles and the internet across the globe. It has a fixed-line density of 

52% which is the highest in Asia. Hong Kong’s regulator is the Office of the Telecommunications 

Authority and it has played a major role in developing the telecoms sector in Hong Kong.   

The mobile phone market reached saturation point in 2002, and going into 2011 the market 

continues to grow and there are now over 10 million phone subscribers in a population of 7 million 

people. In 2011 market penetration sits at over 170%. Growth is due to the fact that the main mobile 

providers (of which GMHK is one) continue to restructure and launch innovative products.  

For the purposes of this case study, the number of mobile operators in Hong Kong is four. This has 

dropped down from 10 providers since 1996 due to the acquisitive nature of the leading mobile 

companies. Competition between the four providers is intense and tight and product innovation is 

essential to gain further penetration. This competition was further increased when mobile number 

portability was introduced in 1999.  The market has also been well supported by the operators’ 

keenness to value-add to their mobile service offerings and value-add products are gaining market 

traction (see Products section for GMHK’s value-add services). The four providers (and their market 

share) are listed below: 

! Monkey Magic Mobiles (through GMHK) has 32% of the mobile phone market 

! Vodatele has 27% of the mobile phone market 

! Tele Hong Kong has 23% of the mobile phone market 

! Lifestyle Phones has 18% of the mobile phone market 

GMHK is the only 100% Chinese mobile phone provider in the market due to the fact that the parent 

company is a Chinese-government state-owned enterprise. All other companies are publicly listed 

on various stock exchanges but all have some component of foreign ownership, including from 

major Australian and European telecommunications providers. 

International market 

GMHK only operates in the Hong Kong market through its successful Monkey Magic Mobiles brand. 

Its parent company, China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited, has no plans to use GMHK to develop 

into the international market.  The parent company has launched in two markets outside of China 

and Hong Kong – the Democratic Republic of Congo and the Republic of Zambia. It has established 

wholly-owned subsidiaries to enable market entry. 

This international expansion is outside the interest of GMHK which can be classified as a one 

geographical market business. 

Operating environment 

Operating structure 

GMHK holds two telecom licences issued by the Office of the Telecommunications Authority of 

Hong Kong. These are (1) a fixed carrier licence which covers cable-based external fixed service 

and (2) a service-based operator’s licence, which covers external telecommunications services, 

international value-add network services and mobile virtual network operator services.  

GMHK offers its Monkey Magic mobile telecommunications services principally using the Global 

System for Mobile Communications, or GSM, standard. GSM is a pan-European mobile telephone 
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system based on digital transmission and mobile telecommunications network architecture with 

roaming capabilities.   

3G network 

GMHK has been granted a WCDMA 3G licence and officially launched its 3G business service in 

Hong Kong on 1 September 2009. This 3G network operates off high speeds and has extensive 

international roaming coverage.  All Monkey Magic mobile phones are now able to operate on the 

3-network and migration of existing customers from the 2G to the 3G network is underway. 

Relationships 

The parent company, China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited, has an extremely close relationship 

with the Chinese government as it is a government-owned entity. Accordingly, in the past it was 

extremely close to the regulator and acted in a monopolistic manner. The opening up of 

telecommunications competition in the People’s Republic of China has meant this close relationship 

is changing and the parent company has to operate in an open-market environment. However they 

still enjoy a close relationship with the government and regulators in the PRC but they are no longer 

able to rely on this moving forward.  

The same situation applies for GMHK. As the only mobile phone provider with full Chinese 

government ownership it has enjoyed competitive advantage over the other operators due to a close 

working relationship with the Office of the Telecommunications Authority of Hong Kong. The 

regulator has indicated to GMHK that this close relationship will have to formally cease and it is 

likely that GMHK will no longer be able to use its close relationship with government officials to 

influence policy-making to its advantage.  

Products 

(Note. The product list below is a shortened one to that ordinarily offered by a “real-world” mobile 

phone company. For the purposes of the case study an abridged product offering list has been 

supplied.) 

Product lines can be divided into two divisions – voice business and value-add services. 

Value-add services is further divided into voice value-add services and data business. 

In summary, the voice business has remained relatively stable throughout 2010 with some small 

sales growth due to a greater concentration on the corporate user. Percentage of product revenues 

is unchanged from 2009 to 2010.  

Management has concluded that existing voice business (represented by fees and handsets in the 

revenues) is coming to the end of the product life cycle in the highly sophisticated and competitive 

Hong Kong market. Future growth primarily sits with value-add services. Handset sales comprise 

only a small percentage of existing revenues but this may change if the proposed acquisition is 

approved and the strategy of on-selling to other subsidiaries in the group is adopted. This is only a 

secondary, long-term growth option behind growth in value-add services. 

See the 2009 and 2010 revenues below: 

 2010 

(HK$ 

millions) 

2010 

% of total 

revenue 

2009 

(HK$ 

millions) 

2009 

% of total 

revenue 

Operating revenue     

   Fees 3,062 67% 2,789 68% 

   Value-add services 1,257 27% 1,084 26% 

   Handset sales 155 3% 153 4% 

   Other operating revenue 95 3% 101 2% 

Total operating revenue       4,569 100%     4,127 100% 
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Voice business 

Voice business is the business where customers make and receive calls with a mobile phone at any 

point in the coverage area of the Hong Kong mobile telecommunication network.  

Services include local calls, domestic long distance calls, international long distance calls, 

intra-provincial roaming, inter-provincial roaming and international roaming. Revenues are made 

through the full range of Monkey Magic handsets and variety of mobile phone plans (contract and 

pre-paid). This is represented in the revenues by fees and handset sales. 

In 2010, GMHK capitalised on the global recovery and further refined its sales for the voice business 

by taking on differentiated sales strategies, including a greater concentration on the corporate user 

at the expense of focusing on the saturated domestic/individual user.  This resulted in a small 

increase in actual revenues in fees from HK$2,789 millions in 2009 to HK$3,062 millions in 2010, 

though percentage of overall revenues remained much the same. Note that handset sales remained 

relatively constant in both years. 

Value-add services 

There are two new business streams – voice value-add services and data businesses. These are 

both reflected in the revenues above as value-add services. 

Voice value-add services mainly include caller identity display, caller restrictions, call waiting, call 

forwarding, call holding, voice mail, conference calls and others. These are all part of the existing 

revenues. 

Data businesses mainly include short message services, or SMS, wireless application protocol, or 

WAP, Color Ring, multimedia messaging service, or MMS. 

GMHK has followed the lead of the parent company and has placed a lot of emphasis on its 

value-add services business. This is now the major driving force of revenue growth for GMHK (and 

the company as a whole).  

Revenue from the existing value-add services for GMHK increased from HK$1,084 millions in 2009 

to HK$1,257 millions in 2010, contributing 26% and 27% respectively to overall operating revenue. 

Revenue from the value-add business is over a range of services within the product suite: key 

services such as Mobile Paper, Mobile Payment, and Mobile Reading were launched in 2009 and 

2010 and rapidly grew. In addition, mobile internet-access data usage is also fast-growing and 

quickly becoming an important driver of future growth for the data component of the value-add 

business. 

New value-add product development  

GMHK is looking to add to its value-add product suite and is leveraging the R&D of its parent 

company to do so. The new products are extensions of its current value-add services and are: 

! Mobile Gaming – access to the widest range of gaming and betting over the mobile phone 

device. Two other providers have launched mobile gaming in 2010. GMHK is looking at 

partnerships with major online gambling sites and providers to provide the premium mobile 

gaming service. 

! Mobile TV – all other providers have launched TV from the mobile device. 

! Mobile Filipino – this product is directly for the Hong Kong Filipino community and is directly 

from the Philippines. Users can access ABS-CBN news, local events, movies, travel 

information and more local knowledge. No other provider is offering this in Hong Kong. 
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Operations 

As stated previously, GMHK is a wholly-owned subsidiary of its parent company China Golden 

Monkey Mobile Limited. GMHK itself has made the following acquisitions and divestments since its 

inception in 1996:  

! Four mobile phone providers from 1997 – 2005. Brands dissolved and fully subsumed into the 

GMHK business structure and Monkey Magic Mobiles brand. One phone provider was 

divested some years ago which explains the cash reserves currently held. 

! One OEM since 2006. Tiger Handsets Company Limited is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

GMHK and produces handsets for Monkey Magic Mobiles phones. To date, it has been used 

solely to supply the Monkey Magic brand as part of a cost leadership strategy. This is the 

entire extent of GMHK’s manufacturing operations and operates from Shenzhen Hi-Tech 

Industrial Park, Guangdong province. 
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The current operating structure of GMHK is as follows: 

 

The current operating structure has worked well since it was last revised in 2006. However, one 

major problem has been identified in the current costing structure. There is too much cost shifting 

between divisions and the internal transfer pricing is incorrect. This is hiding real costs of production 

and showing that costs are in fact, too high.  

Handset sales 

Mobile phone users change their handsets regularly, and customers are attracted by new handset 

designs. New designs are created regularly, and ‘old’ designs can become obsolete within less than 

one year. Sales of handsets from the stores are a comparatively small part of the company’s total 

business. Many handsets are not sold, but are given away free to customers when they renew their 

annual subscription. The offer of a free handset with a current design is thought to attract many 
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customers into renewing their subscription for a further twelve months. More than one half of the 

phones supplied by Tiger Handsets to the retail outlets are given free, as part of the subscription 

fee, to subscribers. 

Handset sales in the company’s retail outlets (in HK$ millions): 

 2010  2009 

Sales 155  153 

Cost of sales   124   123 

Profit      31     30 

The cost of sales in these figures is the purchase price for the handsets paid by the retail outlets to 

the handset manufacturers. All handsets are supplied by the company’s own subsidiary – Tiger 

Handsets. 

Handset production and costs 

Tiger Handsets has a production capacity of 80,000 handsets per month, and actual production 

during 2010 varied between 65,000 handsets and full capacity. The annual financial results for Tiger 

Handsets during 2010 are as follows: 

(in HK$ millions)  2010 

Sales  378 

Direct costs of manufacture (48)  

Manufacturing overhead costs  (120)  

Total manufacturing cost   (168) 

  210 

Administration and distribution costs    (168) 

Profit        42 

The transfer price for all handsets delivered to the retail outlets is manufacturing cost plus 125%.  

Inventories of finished handsets are held at the distribution warehouse of Tiger Handsets and also in 

the retail outlets. 

Research and development (R&D) 

GMHK utilises the substantial, market-leading and well-financed research and development (R&D) 

department of its parent company, China Golden Monkey Mobile Limited. It has no intention to fund 

R&D itself. 
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Financial accounts for 2010 and 2009 for GMHK 

Summarised financial accounts for 2010 and 2009 

Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong Group 

Consolidated income statements – Years to 31 December 

Figures in HK$ millions 

 2010  2009 

Operating revenue    

   Fees 3,062    2,789 

   Value-add services 1,257    1,084 

   Handset sales 155  153 

   Other operating revenue       95      101 

  4,569     4,127 

Operating expenses    

   Leased lines 30  26 

   Interconnection 245  230 

   Depreciation 680  619 

   Personnel 293  252 

   Other operating expenses (see note 1)  1,562     1,322 

  2,810     2,449 

    

Profit from operations 1,759   1,678 

Interest income 11  13 

Financing costs   (21)     (22) 

Profit before taxation 1,749   1,669 

Taxation (tax rate in HK is 16.5%)   (289)     (275) 

Profit after taxation  1,460    1,394 

    

Number of shares (millions) 20  20 

Earnings per share (HK$) 73.0  69.7 

Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong Group 
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Consolidated statements of financial position as at 31 December 

Figures in HK$ millions 

 2010  2009 

Current assets    

   Inventories 74  56 

   Accounts receivable (see note 3) 94  69 

   Prepayments and other current assets 136  124 

   Deposits with banks 233  199 

   Cash and cash equivalents     118      110 

     655      558 

Non-current assets    

   Property, plant and equipment 4,319  3,932 

   Construction in progress 451  340 

   Goodwill 238  238 

   Deferred tax assets       75        66 

  5,083   4,576 

    

Total assets  5,738   5,134 

    

Equity and liabilities    

Current liabilities    

   Accounts payable (see note 2) 760  695 

   Deferred revenue 356  327 

   Accrued expenses and other payables 683  568 

   Current taxation      92     112 

  1,891    1,702 

Non-current liabilities    

   Interest-bearing borrowings 420  420 

   Deferred revenue        5         4 

    425     424 

Equity    

  Share capital 200  200 

  Reserves  3,222   2,808 

  3,422   3,008 

    

Total equity and liabilities  5,738   5,134 

Notes 

1 ‘Other operating expenses’ in the income statements include costs of producing handsets. 

These totalled HK$336 million in 2010 (and HK$285 million in 2009). 

2 ‘Accounts payable’ relate to expenditures on leased lines, interconnection charges and other 

operating costs. 

3 Analysis of accounts receivable as at 31 December (in HK$ millions) 

Accounts receivable 2010  2009 

30 days or less 58  46 

31 – 60 days 20  14 

61 – 90 days 12  7 

Over 90 days   4    2 

  94   69 
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Appendix A – China Golden Monkey Mobile Board of Directors and Senior 

Management 

Selection of the Board of Directors 

Michael Yip, 55 – Executive director, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer  

Michael Yip has been Chairman of the Board since 2002 and has been with the company for 20 

years. He is hugely respected in the Chinese and global telecommunications industry. He has an 

economics degree from Oxford and a Masters of Business Administration (MBA) from London 

Business School.  

Moses Wong, 46 – Executive director and Chief Operations Officer  

Moses Wong has been an executive director since 2002 and is seen as the next Chairman of the 

Board. He joined the company straight after university and is an ambitious and extremely competent 

director and employee. 

Steven Chai, 39 – Executive director 

Steven Chai is the youngest member of the Board which he has been a director since 2008. He is a 

high-flyer in the telecommunications industry and holds an MBA from the Harvard Business School. 

He is a member of the audit committee. 

Thomas Chan, 68 – Non-executive director 

Appointed to the Board in 2001, Thomas Chan has no formal qualifications but has been an integral 

member of the Chinese telecommunications industry for over 40 years. 

Katie Soon, 48 – Independent non-executive director 

Appointed to the Board in 2005, Katie Soon is a CPA with approximately 25 years’ experience. She 

is a member of the Taxation Committee of the Hong Kong Institute of CPAs. She is chair of the audit 

committee. 

Kenneth Wong, 52 – Independent non-executive director 

Kenneth Wong is a barrister and solicitor with over 25 years’ experience. He worked in Hong Kong 

for over 15 years for a leading Hong Kong law firm. Kenneth Wong is a member of the audit 

committee. 

Chief Financial Officer 

David Chan, 44 CPA – Chief Financial Officer  

David Chan is the group’s CFO and as such is responsible for all corporate and group finance 

responsibilities. This is a demanding role and David has a reputation for being hard-working, 

committed and conservative. 

Fund Manager (for case study) 

Holly Lee, 28 – Fund Manager at ABC Funds Management 

Holly Lee is the number one fund manager for ABC Funds Management based in Hong Kong. She 

has a Masters in economics from Oxford and is viewed as a rising star in the Hong Kong funds 

management industry. She is extremely talented and ambitious, and has a reputation for taking 

large risks to facilitate large returns.   
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Appendix B – Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong Senior Management 

The senior management team of Golden Monkey Mobile Hong Kong includes:  

Matthew Xu, 52 – Chief Executive Officer 

Matthew Xu is the company’s CEO and reports to the China Golden Monkey Mobile board. He has 

been in telecommunications since 1992 and with the company since 1997. He has no formal 

qualifications but is an astute and well-connected entrepreneur. 

Penny Wong, 55 – CPA & Chief Financial Officer  

Penny Wong is responsible for all accounting, IT, finance and administration for the GMHK 

subsidiary and must report to the group CFO. She has been with the company since 2008 and has 

previously worked in large accounting firms. 

Jenny Wang, 48 – Sales and Marketing Manager 

Jenny Wang is widely regarded as the best sales manager in telecommunications in Hong Kong and 

is now responsible for the sales and marketing of both voice and value-add business. 

Alison Cheng, 36 – General Manager  

Alison Cheng has worked for GMHK since it began operations in 1996. She is responsible for the 

overall operations of the Hong Kong head office and all retail subsidiaries. 
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Appendix C – Glossary of Terms 

EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution): Effectively the final stage in the evolution of the 

GSM standard, EDGE uses a new modulation schema to enable theoretical data speeds of up to 

384kbit/s within the existing GSM spectrum. An alternative upgrade path towards 3G services for 

operators, such as those in the USA, without access to new spectrum. Also known as Enhanced 

GPRS (E-GPRS).  

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service): A standardised part of GSM Phase 2+. GPRS represents 

the first implementation of packet switching within GSM, which is a circuit switched technology. 

GPRS offers theoretical data speeds of up to 115kbit/s using multislot techniques. GPRS is an 

essential precursor for 3G as it introduces the packet switched core required for UMTS. 

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications): GSM is a pan-European mobile telephone 

system based on digital transmission and mobile telecommunications network architecture with 

roaming capabilities. 

MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service): an evolution of SMS, MMS goes beyond text messaging 

offering various kinds of multimedia content including images, audio and video clips. 

OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer): Company A manufactures products or components that 

are purchased by Company B and retailed under the purchasing company's (Company B’s) 

brand name. 

PCS (Personal Communication Service): The broad term for all mobile technologies and 

communication services. 

SMS (Short Message Service): a text message service which enables users to send short 

messages (160 characters) to other users. A very popular service, particularly amongst young 

people, with 400 billion SMS messages sent worldwide in 2002. 

WAP (Wireless Application Protocol): A de facto standard for enabling mobile phones to access the 

internet and advanced services. Users can access websites and pages which have been converted 

by the use of WML into stripped-down versions of the original more suitable for the limited display 

capabilities of mobile phones. 

2G network: The second generation of digital mobile phone technologies including GSM, CDMA 

IS-95 and D-AMPS IS-136. 

3G network: The third generation of mobile phone technologies covered by the ITU IMT-2000 family. 

Glossary references: Terms in this glossary have been sourced from a variety of online glossaries 

including http://www.gsmworld.com/newsroom/resources/numeric.htm and wikipedia.org 


